
 

FirstHealth Fitness Group Exercise Class Descriptions  

FLOOR CLASSES 

BODYBALANCE ™ : A new generation yoga class that will improve your mind and your body through a series of simple 

yoga moves, elements of Tai Chi and Pilates.  

BODYBALANCE ™ Stretch: Concentrated 30-minute class which focuses on stretching primary muscles & Tai Chi 

warmup. 

BODYPUMP ™ : A class for all fitness levels that uses bars and plates with light to moderate weights and high repetition. 

BODYPUMP gives you a total body workout.  

BODYSTEP ™ /Step Up! : Energetic step class that shapes and tones the legs while providing continuous cardio work.  

Cardio Burn: A 45 minute “bootcamp” style high-intensity interval training class using cardio and strength movements.  

Cardio Combat: A cardio class inspired by martial arts where you can punch, kick and strike your way through a total 

body workout to motivate muscle growth and elevate your heartrate. 

LES MILLS CORE ™ : A 30-minute core workout that uses athletic training principles to build strength, stability and 

endurance in the muscles that support your core. 

Dance Fitness: Class that uses dance movements to create a cardiovascular workout with bodyweight toning included.   

Indoor Cycling/RPM ™ : A cardio peak cycle workout using simulated climbs and sprints to burn calories and improve 

cardio fitness. Space is limited, register online. 

Morning Warriors: An early bird class that incorporates a challenging combination of cardio and weights in a functional 

training, small group setting. Space is limited, register online. 

Muscle Conditioning: Strengthening and toning exercises with bands, benches, weights and tubing combined with a full 

body stretching finish. For all levels.  

Operation Boot Camp: High intensity class that uses intervals, strength, power and cardio movements for total body 

work. Space is limited, register online. 

Pilates: A strength and flexibility workout of core conditioning and overall body toning that uses coordination of 

movement with breath for improving mind/body awareness.  

Pilates Barre: Strengthen and tone your body utilizing classic ballet barre and bodyweight exercises. 

 Exercise Is Medicine: Senior fitness and new exerciser programming that uses chair and standing exercises for cardio, 

strengthening and balance.  

Exercise is Medicine CYCLE: A senior and new exerciser workout using the non-impact benefit of cycling bike.  
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SPRINT ™ /HIIT Cycle: High intensity interval training on a bike. It’s quick (30 minutes) and hard for rapid results. Space is 

limited, register online. 

TONE ™ : A workout which combines blocks of strength, cardio and core training to work the whole body and elevate 

the heart rate. A multi-level 45-minute class. 

Yoga: A calming class that uses slow movements and stretching to improve balance and flexibility.  

Yoga Sculpt with Weights: An advanced yoga class that incorporates strength training into traditional yoga movements.  

 

AQUA CLASSES 

Aqua Aerobics: A class with aqua cardiovascular movements and toning exercises.  

Aqua HIIT: High intensity aqua training with an extended cardiovascular segment followed by core and cooldown.  

Aqua Movement & Stretch – Yoga based aqua workout focuses on core exercising and stretching.  

Aqua Tone: Muscle conditioning class using floatation devices and natural resistance of the water for all levels.  

Deep Water Jogging: A cardiovascular, non-impact aqua class in deep water using a floatation belt. Designed for all 

levels. 

 

 
Schedules are available at firsthealth.org/fitness 
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